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THE PROCESS of count
ing or enumerating ob

Jects is, no doubt, as old as 
civilization iueli, but the 
ability to count individual 
items at the rate of a million 
e)r more per lecond has been 
achieved only ~ntly. Me
chanical and electromechani-

Recent advancement. in aD branche. of .cienc~ 
have created demand. for high ... pe~d countini 
device I. Th~ d~vclopment of the electronic 
digital counterl, which are uled fot many 
purpote. in the large computen, hal made luch 
faat computation. pouible. Theae counterl, 
which uee the binary .y.tem, are deacribed in 

pulses are applied, it trip!!' 
alternately back and forth be
tween these states. A good 
mechanical analogy of this ~ 
the chain-pull switch com· 
monly ~d on electric lamp. 
As the chain is pulled, thf' 
lamp circuit alternateS be· detail in thia article. 

cal counten usually find an 
upper limit before the speed of 1,000 per minute is reached. 
The application of electronic circuits in this field has in
creued this limit well over to,OOO-fold. 

The basic procell of counting, as we all know, consists 
of enumeratins icelDl one by one for the purpoae of deter
mining the total number in a given grpup. This process 
leads directly to other kinds of measurements. For 
example, the speed of a train can be determined by counting 
the number of rail joints or telegraph poles pUled per unit 
of time. TlIDe intervals abo can be measured by \lie of 
the counting technique, u the swings of a pendulum can 
be counted from the beginning to the end of the interval . 

A demand for higher counting speeds results from 
advancement made in the many branches of lCience. We 
are striving continually for higher speeds of moving bodies, 
greater distaneea into intentellar space, and finer reJOlution 

,.
... in IUbmicl'OlCOpic studies. The art of making lUitable 

measuring instrumenta mUit keep in step with IUch ad-
vanccment.. 

MECHANICAL OOUNTERS 

Before considering the detailJ of electronic counting 
Circuits, certain mechanical counting devices and balic 
principles well may be considered. A well-known device 
of this character is the portion of an automobile speedom
eter which shOWI the number of miles traveled. Perhape 
a better example of a mechanical device which illustrates 
the basic counting principle is the ratchet wheel and pawl. 
[n this machine the idea of a multiplicity of .table .tates 
it wdl illUitrated. The ratchet wheel has as many .table 
states u it baa teeth, and the detent or "holding dog" will 
keep it at rest in anyone of thete .tates or poIitiODl in
definitely. 1he "COUDU" fed in by the pawl are accumu
lated one by one and the total at any time is indicated by 
the wheel poIition relative to ita starting point. This typi
fies the ideal counter which receives countl uniformly or 
randomly at any rate up to its upper limit of .peed. 

In electronic counten the binary circuit is \lied exten
sively. This baa' two stable states and u the countl or 
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tween it! two states of being 
open or being closed. Two 

pulls of the chain complete one cycle of events. 
A binary group of three switches could be arranged to 

have eight stable states. To let up such an arrangement. 
the circuit of the fint switch and lamp would include a 
IOlenoid or magnet to pull the chain of the lecond switch 
and lamp. In a .imilar manner, the third switch would 
be 'controlled from the second. If the zero or starting 
condition occun when all three lampl are on, two pull!' 
on the tint chain will turn out the leCond lamp, four puJb 
will t~ out the third lamp, and seven pulls will leave aU 
three lamps out. It is evident that the condition of tM 
lamp' will tell how many pulls or counts have been applied. 
and the entire cycle of events will be repeated (or each ,roup 

Fipre L Lodda,.. 
type .uhm~ 

OUTPUT 

of eight applied impulJes. Such a .ystem has little prac
tical value but it illustrates the binary-chain principle. 

ELECTRIC OOUNTING ELEMENTS 

In searching for electric circuit! .uitable for counting 
pu~, the use of capacitors for storing charges appears 
at fint to be a promising possibility. Steps of equal cha~ 
can be fed into the capacitor and it! potential differenc~ 
then would be a measure of the number of counts it had 
received. Although this principle is successfully UJed as a 
frequency divider, it is not satisfactory for all counting pur
JX*!I becaUJe of leakage difficulties. The major. part of 
leakage of charge is due to· the auxiliary circuit componenu 
which mUit be included for stepping. ~nd indicating. 

A device is needed which has stable sta ... that will hold 
-" .... ,#".,~';, 
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inddinitely. A basic circuit of this character has ~n 
known for about 30 yean. I t is shown in Figure t with a 
few added features. In this circuit of two triodes, the 
cross coupling between plates and grids causes the system 
to be stable only when one section is conducting and the 
other is cut off. If the right-hand triode 2 is con~ucting 
or on, then its plate (point if in circuit) will be at a relatively 
low potential, while the plate of section 1 will be high due 

--'H-_'-" __ 
IN~uT I 

to nonconduction. Point if being low will allow point B, 
which is the grid connection to triode 1, to be low enough 
in potential to produce cutoff in triode 1. At the same 
time point D is held relatively high because C is high, and 
since D is connected to the grid of triode 2, conduction will 
take place here. In a welJ-designed circuit this condition 
is very stable since triode 1 is bi~ weJJ beyond cutoff 
and triode 2 is held conducting with its grid slightly positive. 
Since the circuit is symmetrical, the other mode or state, 
with triode 1 on and triode 2 off, is equaJJy stable. 

Assuming again the initial condition of triode 1 off and 
triode 2 on, the action when an input driving pulse is 
applied wiJJ be in~estigated. In the circuit of Figure t a 
negative-polarity pulse is applied through capacitor C1 to 
the common plate-circuit resistor R7• Some of the pulse 
energy will travel through plate resistor R4 and be dissipated 
largdy in the low impedance of conducting triode 2. Part 
of it may reach the grid of the triode 1 by way of C. but no 
at·tion rt"sults from this since triode 1 is cut off. A second 
portion of the pulse energy will find its way to the grid of 
triode 2 by way of plate resistor RJ and capacitor C2• The 
resulting ne~ati\"e swing in this grid voltage causes a re
duction in plate current in triode 2 and raises its plate 
potential slightly. This incrt'ase in plate potential drives 
the grid of triode 1 in the positive direction to start con
duction throu~h it. This initiates a drop in plate potential 
at C. which is trClnsferred to D to reinforce the effect of the 
Il("t{atin~ driving pulse. This loop feedbac~drive is highJy 
cumulative and the circuit \·ery quickly triggers over to 
its oth('f stdble state with triode 1 on and triode 2 off. 

In a similar manner the next applied negative input 
pulse will return the circuit to the starting point. In 

practical use a reset !lwitch may be connected, as shown. 
to open the bicu lead. This calIX'S triode 2 to go on (u 
it is not al~ady on) and insures that the circuit is returned 
to its starting point. An output connection (or a succeed
ing stage may be taken (rom point A. The inputc3pacitor 
of this next stage will diffe~ntiate the output of triode 2 
to give negative and positive drive pulleS. Since a given 
stage· responds only to ne~ati\'e pulses, there is a division 
by two in each binary .tage. 

This locking-type multivibrator poueaes the e.eotial 
requirements (or counting purpoees. Fint, it has a 
multiplicity o( .table states (only two, however). Second, 
identical input pubes caUJ(" it to go from one .table state 
to the next. It alJo bat the property of delivering output 
pubes which are identical or can be made identical with 
the input pulJel. This points the way to a means of com
bining a group of binary stages to get any desired number 
of stable states. 

BINARY GROUP 

Figure 2 shows a group of four locking-type multi
vibraton connected in a binary chain. Such a series ar
rangement has a capac;ity of 16 counts. The value of the 
count at any time may be indicated by meana of smaJJ neon 
lamp' N arranged as shown. If these lamps are assigned 
the values t, 2, 4, and 8 from left to right, the value of the 
count will be the sum of the values of the lamps that are on. 
Obviously, the length of a binary chain can be extended 
indefinitely to have as great a capacity as desired. The 

. capacity equals 2-, wh~ 11 is the number of states. 

BINAR Y DECADE 

Since our numerical system iJ based on· the c:kcimal 
principle, the binary system is inconvenient to UJe. Figure 
3 illustrates a binary chain of four stages with modificationa 
that convert it to a decimal basis. This decade circuit, as 
it is caUed, has a capacity of 10 counu. The theoretical 
capacity of t 6 is reduced to tOby mealll of two feedback 
links. One feedback is from the left-hand triode of MV.,j 
to the right-hand grid of MV-2 and the other in a similar 
connection from MV-4 to MV-3. 

The operation of this decade can ~ better undentood if· 
reference is made to the chart of Figure 4 which shows the 
operating sequence of the four multivibraton. The top 
line shows the zero or starting condition with the right-hand 
triode of each multivibrator on. "'hen the first input 
pulse is applied, AI ~ '-1 is tripped over with its left-hand 
section on. The second input pulse returns AfJ'-! back 
to the starting condition which sends a pulse ahead to 

trig~er AIJ"-2. After the third pulse is applied, the first 
two stages are both left with the left-hand sections on, while 
the last two sta~es have not )"f"t been tripped. The opera
tion this far has been according to the conventional binary
chain sequence. 

The fourth input pulse produCt·s a modified action. 
.\'fJ'-1 trips back to the right which causes .\tfJ'-2 to do 
likewise. This sends a pulse ahead to trip .\-1"-3. As 
the left-hand section of '\H '-3 goes on, a pulse is fed back 
to return .\-IV-2 to its previous condition which it held on 
the count of three. This feedback action is equivalent to 
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advancing th~ settings of th~ ~~tire chain by two counts 
and is the first step in reducing the capacity from 16 to 10. 
In oth~r words, two counll hav~ been lost or eliminated. 
The fifth i'1put pul~ trips MV-! again with nn action 
dsewh~re in the ... ircuit. A IeCOnd feedback action takes 
pla<.: when the sixth pube is applied. MY-! trips back to 
the right which also trips MY-2 to the right. This trips 
At ~ '-3 also back to the right but only momenta(ily becawe 
.\lV-'" is trip~d to feed back a return pulJe. This action 
of A/V-3 is similar to that that t~k platt at MV-2 two 
counts previously. Advancing MV-3 in this way re
sults in reducing theoretical capacity by 4 more counts. 

By means of thel<: two feedback steps, the maximum 
possibl~ capacity of 16 counts for four double triodes hal 
been decreased by 6 counts to a new capacity of to. The 
sequence of operation for the next 4 counts follows the con
ventional binary pattern, and after a total of to COUDts the 
decade is back to its starting point. 

Although the arrangement of neon indicating lampe 
acrou plate resistors, as mentioned previously, could be 
used to lhow the recorded count, a better system would 
be to have a single lamp to light for each count. Figure 
3 shows how this IT ay be done by means of a network of 
12 raiston. A combination of three voJtageI from the 
plates of three appropriate triodes is uted to produce 
conduction in each of the ten indicaton. One ol the8e 
voltago is taken from a plate-lUistor midpoint on MY-t. 
This determines whether an odd or even number ahould 
be .hown. The other two ~ are taken in five 
combinationa &om the other three tta~. 

F or the indication of zero, all the right:-hand triocks are 
on. The upper terminal of the zero \ lamp it connected, 
b{way of a resittor, to the left-hand plate resistor of MV-l. 

FifUre 3. Biaary decade cir~ait • 

This places a relatively high potential on the upper side of 
the lamp. The lower terminal of the zero lamp is coo
nected by way of two separate resistors to the right-hand 
triodes of MV-2 and .YV-4. These two points are both at 
relatively low pot~ntial so that the resulting- potential 

across the zero lamp is great enough to fire it and k~ep it 
on. Each lamp in tum operates on a combination of one 
high-value voltage and two low-value voltages. 

OTHER. COUNTER ex>MBINATIONS 

Binary chains can be connected with suitable feedback 
links to ha\'~ any integral capacity whatsoever. They 

~V-I WV-2 WV-l "V-4 

COUNT 
o 1) 0 O' o 
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abo can be arranged in various compound relationshipe. 
Figure 5 ShoWi a rins chain of multivibnton whole ca
pacity in counts is equa) to the number of multivibraton 
in the chain. 10 this combination ODe right-band triode 
cao be on while the othen are off. The drive pulIeI are 
applied to all the multivibraton in parallel but only the 
"ootl lta~ is receptive. A. this "on" Itqe it tripped oft', 
it . triggers the next IUcceeding stqe 00. The count is 
indicated by whichever right-hand triode is· on. Thia 
type of circuit is advantageoua for certain applicatioDi but 
it it uneconomical in its \lie of tubes for Fneral counting 
purpoaea. 

Figure 5 abo shoWi two examples of a two-by-five 
system. This scheme OCten· .... been UIed to Ft a decimal 
couot. Six multivibraton may be arranged in a ieriel or 
a parallel arran~ment. In these combinationa the fint 
lta~ counts by two'. and a ring chain counts by five's. 
The indication of count is given by a combination of two 
voltages. 

Another type of ring circuit is given io Figure 6. This 
UJeI gas tubes or thyratrons. The letup or preparation 
principle is UJed here. One tube at a time it conducting, 
and it prepares the next tube in the ring to receive the next 
drive pulse. This is done by caUling the bias of any given· 
tube to be suppli~d partially from the cathode resistor of 
the preceding tube. The prepared tube thus has lell bias 
than other off tubes and 10 will be tM next to trip. Kick
back capaciton are connected be~n adjacent plates, 
.0 that when one of the gas tubes fires, it will extinguish 
the preceding one which had been on. 

SWITCHING CIR.CUITS 

Practically all electronic counten require an associated 
lwitching circuit for initiating and terminating the flow of 
pulses to be counted. There are many circuiu for per
forming this function; Figure 7 gives a circuit which )las 
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proved to be very satisfactory. It consists of a gate tube, 
a gate opener, and a gate closer. The gate or switch tube 
is a pentode, and its condition is controlled by the action, 
of the other two tubes which are of 'the gas type. Gating 
IS accomplished by raising and lowering the scrttn-grid 
\'oltage of the gate tube. ',-

The incoming pulses to be counted, having positive 
polarity in this case, are applied to the control grid of the 
pentode. This control grid is biased well below cutoff 
~() that plate conduction can take place only during each 
pulse peak, provided that the gate is 'open. During the 
initial or standby condition the screen is held at a negative 
potential ~ thar there is no output irrespective of control 

$EIIIES S[TUP HED 

r::;n ~ r::-;. 2n ia 
~L~~L~ 

_-.JIl--_ _,~ __ _ _ I_ ' ___ I 
PAI'U\4.LEL COUNT '£lD 

RING CHAIN 

"-0-1 Y~ I ~VI I YV2 I ~V) I wv~ ~~T 
5(III(S COt.t~NO CHAIN 

Firure 5. Binu), 
, chain. 

~rid behavior. This condition persists as long as' the gate 
')pener A and gate closer B remain untriggered. 

To start the flow of pulses through the gate, a start pulse 
lS applied to trigger the gas tube A. As the gate opener 
fires, it suddenly raises the screen voltage of the gate pentode 
from the negative value up to the normal operating positive 
value. After this happens, each applied positive input 
pul~ causes plate conduction-which rt'sults in an amplifit'd, 
negative-polarity output pulse, The gatt' rt'mains open 
and the flow of output pulses continues. 

To dose the gate a stop pulse is applit'd .to trigger tht: 
I:{dtt' c1ost'r B. This gas tube quickly pulls tht' screen \'oltage 
of the gate tube back down to a negative value and the 
tlow of output pulses ceases. Both gas tuOes rt'main in the 
conducting state until the reset switch is pushed to r(,store 
the switching' circuit back to its standby condition. 

The waw forms of Figure 7 illustrate the performaIlct' 
Just dt'scribt'd. Although tht, input pulses arc shown with 
,j uniform occurrence ra te, this ob\'iously is not necessary 
(n some cases a sine-wa\'e signal may ht' used on tht' control 
~rid of tht' gate. and the output will consist of lIegati\'e 
peaks of a clipped sine \\a\'(~, 

Thi~ ~ate or switching circuit possesses a numher ot 
(";Itllres which make it llIost llseful in many countt'r applica
tions, The first of these is the lockout feature. This means 
that 'the g;tlt' will open and. close only once without re
-wttine:. irr('spt'cti\t' of furthfT pulses applied to the ~as 

ru/x:" A second feature is the intt'rlock which pn'\Tnts 
the galf' closer from Iwing accidentally tripped prematurely 
.!head of tIlt' gaf,' orX"n('f, This .. equence is assured since 

the lower gas tube has no plate voltage until the up~r tuix
has been trip~d. 

The interlock-play be further affected and giv~n a con
trolled delay. This can be done by applying a portion 
of the gat~ voltage from th~ cathode of thClo~ner tube to 
the grid of the closer tube through a delay network. \Vith 
de}ay~d interlock the start- and stop-pulse input terminals 
may be tied together for single-line operation. "The fint 
pulse to arrive on the line will open the gate and the next 
one will dose it. 

THE COMPLETE COUNTER 

Although the essential parts of an electronic' counter 
are the decades and switching circuit, other parts usuall~ 
are included to make up a complete commercial unit. On(' 
model now available on the market has a I-megacycle 
crystal-controlled osciUator,.a switching circuit, six d~cades, 
and a power supply aU included in a 9- by 11- by 17-inch 
portable case. This instrument has a capacity of one 
miUion counts and a maximum counting rate of one million 
per second. If it is used as a timer it will measure intervab 
up to one second with a resolution of one microsecond 

APPLICA TION AS A STOP WATCH OR TIMER 

Some of the functional details of counters having been 
described, applications will be considered next. Among 
th~se the application to time interval measurement has been 
important. Considering basic principles again, two m~th
ods of time measurem~nt are to be noted.. In one of thesr 
a continuously running timing element is ~d. A time 
interval is measured by noting the tim~r reading at th(' 
beginning and end of the period and .taking th~ dj.ff~renc(' 
of the readings. This method is not too well suited to' 

electronic counters because of the limited speed of respon~ 
of the neon indicator lamps. 

The better method of using the elenronic circuit is the 
start-stop scheme, which is similar to using a stop watch 
Elrctric pulses are developed to mark th(' heginning and 

Fipre 6. R.ia,11-
three c:irnait 

end of the interval 10 be measl1rt'd, and the~t: are fed in ((. 
trigger the switching circuit. If the counter decades arf" 
initially set to zero and the cycles of an accurate oscillator· 
art' counted whilt' tht' gate is open, the indicated re!lluit 
can he gi\'(,,11 as a dt'cirnal fraction of a second. If a stablr 
l-mega<ycle oscillator is used the measuremrn( will be 
correct to ± 1.0 microsecond. 

There are many cases where measurements of this eate
~{)ry can be made best with an electronic counter. For 
("xample, the performance of electrom~chanica) d('vice~ 
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can be studied. The closing or opc:ning time of a relay 
can be measured easily. 

One special case of electronic time measurement was in 
the field of nucleonics. • The time interval to be measured 
was of the order of a few microseconds and this interval 
occurred only a few times pc:r hour in a random pattern. 
To meet this problem a 6-stage binary chain was used and 
driven from a 4-megacycle oscillator. This gave a ca-

Fipre 1. Ga. tube 
IWitchin, circuit, 
aDd wave form. 
(or IWitchin, cir-

cuit 
~IHPUT PULses 

---f STA"T PULse 

, L- S"TOP PULse 
, : 

~GA"T[" 

~OU"TPU"T PUL'(5 

pacity of 16 microseconds with the accuracy of =*=0.25 
microsecond. 

Because of the long intervals between measurements, 
and since observations wen- made over pc:riods of several 
days at a time, an automatic recording device was included 
with the counter. The record was made as a series of dots 
produced on teledeltos facsimile recording paper. Mter 
each opc:ration, the paper was advanced and the electronic 
circuit returned to standby. A particular feature was that 
of automatic reset after 16 microseconds for cases where 
the start-pulse was not immediately followed by a stop
pulse. 

FURTHER APPLICATIONS 

Electronic counters have been used for several years in 
the measurement of projectile velocity. This is essentially 
a time interval measurement. The magnetized projectile 
is fired through two pickup coils, which are spaced a known 
distance apart. Passage through the first coil trips the 
gate opener and passage through the second coil trips the 
gaft" closer. The ratio of the distance to the measured 
time is the average speed. 

Assuming that a counter having a I-microsecond resolu
tion is used, it is interesting to note that the accuracy of 
time measurement is comparable to the accuracy of linear 
lIlt"aSllrement along the firing range. For example, if 
the projectile velocity is 3,000 feet pc:r second it goes only 
1 28 inch in a microsecond. A microsecond is very short 
I!)d('l·d. Light travels only 980 feet in a microsecond. 

:\notht"r application is in the measurement of frequen~y. 
In {his case two counters are used. The first one is 'used 
as a timer to mark off a 1-second interval. The second 

counler counts the cycles of the unknown source for tht-
1 -second interval, and its indication is the frequency ex
pressed in cycles per second. The accuracy is .1 cycle. 
Frequencies too high for a counter to handle may be re
duced by heterodyne action. 

In addition to these applications already mentioned, 
electronic counters find many uses in high-speed counting 
of objects. One of these is the pill counter. The circuit 
can be set to count off a predetermined number and repeat. 
This maybe accom plished by presetting the decades to 
the compliment of the desired number and letting them run 
out, or a tripping pulse may be produced by coincidence 
of voltages selected from appropriate circuit points. 

HIGH-SPEED OPERATION' OF COUNTERS 

Because of , the demand, considerable attention has been 
given to finding means of increasing counting speeds. In 
general, the same basic difficulties are encountered as 
those presented in wide-band video-frequency amplifier 
design. 

As a first step in analyzing the problem, the circuit for 
one section or one-half of a binary stage may be reduced 
to the equivalent circuit of Figure 8. In this diagram 
C,. represents the equivalent total plate-to-ground capacity 
in the circuit. This includes not only the coupling and 
output drive capacity but also the stray and internal tu~ 
capacity. R" is the d.ynamic internal plate-to-cathod~ 
resistance of the tube. Since electron transit time is not 
the first speed limitation encountered, the dynamic action 
of the tube may be represented approximately by the switch 
K. The condition for cutoff is with K open, and (or con
duction with K closed. 

For high-speed performance, it is necessary that tht
swings in potential of point E, as the switch is operated, 
take place as rapidly as possible. For given values of 
RL and R" the speed of response is limited by the size of 
C,.. \Vhen the switch is opened, C,. charges through R,., 
and when the switch is closed, it discharges through R". 
Obviously all three of these circuit elements should be as 
small as possible if the highest speed of operation is desired. 

Although other considerations are involved, the value of 
R,. usually can be made as low as R". The ultimate spttd 

Fipre 8. EquivaleDt circuit fol' bi,b 
'Peed coalidera&ioa. ~ tW"": Cy 

I I 
I I 

, K' 
I I L ___ ~ 

of this circuit is then dependent on R" and C,., and is in
versely proportional to their product. This condition 
rna y be expressed as 

K s- -- (l) 
R"CT 

where S is the spc:ed in some chosen unit, K is a units con-
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version factor, and R. and Cr are as indicated in the dia
gram in Figure 8. 

Although C,. includes external as well as internal ca
pacitance, it still remailll that the maximum obtainable 
speed de~nds primarily on characteristics of the tube. 
The foregoing expression may be modified somewhat to 
give a better factor of merit. Since the value of R. de~nd. 
mostly on how much current the tube will pass without 

I'LAT( SUI'I'L" 

OUTI'UT 
n--t'-...... --. 

advantages. I n the first place, their use allows tht- driving 
or trigger pulses to be applied directly to the grids through 
low-im~dance paths. Because of the back-to-back ar
rangement of the diodes, this is accomplished without 
producing grid-to-grid coupling which would be de-
generative. . 

CI ca 

A second advantage accun on account of the manner in 
which the drive pulsa automatically are distributed al
ternately to, the two grids. This comes about as a result 
of the manner in which the diodes are biased through 
resistor R7• If the right hand ~ntode is on, its grid 
terminal D will be at approximately ground potential. 
This will cause diode DT to have the same d-c potential of 
ground to exist on both sides of it. Diode D2 will have 
its up~r terminal at a much lower value of potential since 

Fipre 9. Hi,Ia- it is connected to terminal B of the grid which is at ~utoff 
Ipeed biauy ",e 

potential. W~n a negative-polarity drive pulse arrives 

injury, and this culttnt is inversely proportional to R_ for 
a given voltage, the formula may be rewritten as 

by way of input capacitor C3, it will be transmitted through 
DT but not through D2 because of these potentials. As a 
result the initial part of the drive pulse will be applied only 
to the more positive grid and none of its energy will be 
wasted in driving the negative grid in the wrong direction. 
Because of these things, the binary stage of Figure 9 is 
very easy to drive even at s~eds of several megacycles. 
As may be sus~cted, miniature ~ntodes ha\'e been found 
to be practical at such s~ds. The use of such binary 

S_Klr 
Cf' 

(2) stages as these has made possible the development of a suc
• ~essful to-megacycle decade. 

If If' (the tube current) is expressed in milliamperes, K 
is equal to unity, and C,. is expressed in micromicrofarads, 
then S is the factor of merit in milliam~res per micro
microfarad. In other words, this formula states that a 
tube suitable for high-s~ed o~ration should be able to 
handle as much culttnt as possible with as Iowan output 
capacitance as possible, or more strictly speaking, the ratio 
of current to capacitance should be high. I t is interesting 
to note that equation 2 ol;tained by simple deductions is 
also the equation for the maximum possible rate of voltage 
buildup for the ccnditions indicated. 

Although this expression is the primary criterion to use 
in high-speed design, there are other factors to be con
sidered. The tube also should have a high value of grid
to-plate mutual transconductance so that changes in plate 
voltage will produce sufficient changes in the opposite 
grid \'oltage to insure switchlike- operation. Although 
R L would be made comparable to R. in value, too low a 
plate resistor would develop toolow a plate voltage swing 
for good utilization. It should be remembered also that 
Cr includes all the plate-circuit output capacity and not 
that of the tube' alone. 

In addition to selecting the best tube, increased gains 
in sJx-ed can be realized by use of certain circuit features. 
Two of these are shown in Figure 9. The effect of the 
plate-<,ircuit capacitance, as discussed, can be partly 
compensated by the use of plate-circuit inductances. The 
advantage gained by their use is similar to, but not as 
~reat as, that obtaim;d in wide-band amplifiers . 

The use of crystal diodes D T andD2 in the drive circuit 
has led to greater stability and higher operating speeds 
than were p~viously attainable, since they offer several 

CONCLllSION 

All through this discussion on counters no reference has 
bttn made to the currently active field of electronic com
puters. Even though stich a discourse belongs outside 
the sco~ of this article, a few closing comments may be 
of interest. The counter decade which has been explained 
in some detail can be regarded as one element that could 
be u.sed for many purposes in a large computeT. Its ,tUIlC

tion in this role would be comparable to that of a number 
wheel in an adding or computing machine. Here again. 
the tremendous speed of the electronic circuit mort· rhein 

makes up for its complication. For a 10-position nUllIlwr 
wheel to match electronic speed, it would han- to 1110\(' al 

upwards of tOO million rpm. This illustrates the basic • 
advantage of electron tubes in computing devices. 

Although the 4-tu}x- counter decade has ~·t'n available 
only a few years, its rapidly increasing numh('r of applica
tions is proof of its importance. In most cases its function 
is that of a test or measuring device. In view of thl' 
increasing efforts being made in all branches of scit"IlCt< il 
appears that there should be a good future f~)r elt'ctrolli(' 
digiral counters. 
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. -\11 uf tht'. circuits descrihed bcl(>w reft'r to magnetic amplifiers of 
the neutral type. That is to say, their response is independent of the 
polarity of the DC input. For example, jf dill' output of the anlplifier 
is used to l'n{'rgize a relay, the latter will be olX'rated in exactly tht' 
same manner hy a given DC input current irrespective of the direction 
of flow of this current. 

:\tagnetic amplifiers which respond selectively in accordance with 
t ht' polarit y of the input current will he dealt with in a further pap('r 
n·ferring sp(·citically to amplifiers of the poJjirizeO type. 

The use of t Iw direct-current excited saturating reactor as a control 
dl'\'ict' datt>s hack at least to the beginning of the prescnt century, 1.2 and 
much acth-ity has heen manifested in the invention and development 
(If r{'sponsh'l> and control circuits f('aturing this clevie,e.1 

The dt'v('lopment, in 1925, of the copper oxide rectifier by Dr, 
(~rondahl has very greatly incn'aS('d the possibilities of saturatin~ 
reactor circuit arrangt·l1\ents. 

Consid('ring the resourcefulness and diligence which have heen ap
plied to the~' dTorts, it is n·markahl(· how few of tlwsc ingenious schenws 
ha\'c found a permanent place in general engineering practice. \Vith 
t he exception of a few large theatre stagt·-lighting control systenls, there 
is no application of saturating r~actors in COllllllon use with regard to 
which information can readily be found in technical literature. ~ 

-- -- -- _ ... _- ~.-. - - -------- -- .. - - .-- ----- ---" ~-. ------.- . -_. 

• L.thmeyer. (~fm.tn patent No. 148,7Ql, t9<H. 
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